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No Reference Quality Assessment for
Multiply-Distorted Images Based on
an Improved Bag-of-Words Model
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Abstract—Multiple distortion assessment is a big challenge in
image quality assessment (IQA). In this letter, a no reference IQA
model for multiply-distorted images is proposed. The features,
which are sensitive to each distortion type even in the presence
of other distortions, are ﬁrst selected from three kinds of NSS
features. An improved Bag-of-Words (BoW) model is then applied
to encode the selected features. Lastly, a simple yet effective linear
combination is used to map the image features to the quality score.
The combination weights are obtained through lasso regression. A
series of experiments show that the feature selection strategy and
the improved BoW model are effective in improving the accuracy
of quality prediction for multiple distortion IQA. Compared with
other algorithms, the proposed method delivers the best result for
multiple distortion IQA.
Index Terms—Feature encoding, feature selection, image quality
assessment, multiple distortions, no reference.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

O REFERENCE image quality assessment (IQA) is of
crucial importance in many image processing and analysis applications for its ability to predict image quality without
access to a reference image. Over the past decade, numerous no
reference IQA algorithms for general purpose or speciﬁc distortion types have been proposed, among which the general purpose no reference IQA, which predict the visual quality of images without access to reference images or prior knowledge of
the distortion types, are the most challenging. Researchers have
developed many state-of-the-art algorithms for general purpose
no reference IQA. Being required to reﬂect the visual quality,
feature is one of the major issues in developing a robust IQA
algorithm. Moorthy et al. [1] and Saad et al. [2] extracted features in image transformation domains. Mittal et al. [3] used
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features in the spatial domain. He et al. [4] introduced sparse
representation to IQA, and Kang et al. [5] used convolutional
neural networks to learn features directly from the raw image
pixels instead of using the handcrafted features to assess image
quality. These methods can predict image quality in high correlation with subjective scores.
Nevertheless, an important problem still exists in IQA research. The distorted images in the majority of publicly available
IQA datasets such as LIVE II [6], IVC [7], CSIQ [8], MICT [9],
and TID [10] suffer from a single distortion type. That is to say,
most of the existing IQA algorithms are tested on images with
a single type of distortion. However, the images available to
consumers usually reach them after going through several stages
including acquisition, compression, transmission and reception.
In this pipeline, they may suffer multiple distortions. The Laboratory for Image & Video Engineering (LIVE) recently built
a multiply-distorted image quality dataset LIVE MD [11], for
IQA research. This new multiple dataset consists of two parts:
blur followed by JPEG compression and blur followed by noise.
Experiments in [11] indicate that even some state-of-the-art
IQA algorithms show poorer performance on this new dataset
compared to their performance on single distortion datasets. In
[12], Chandler pointed out that multiply-distorted images are a
big challenge for IQA because an IQA algorithm must not only
consider the joint effects of these distortions on the image, but
must also consider the effects of these distortions on each other.
Compared with IQA images of single distortion type, IQA for
multiply-distorted images has thus far received less attention. For
example, in [13], Li et al. proposed a method named SHANIA
using statistical features in the Shearlet domain. In [14], Qian et
al. proposed to use the multi-scale representation of structure for
IQA. In [15], Gao et al. proposed a model of learning to rank for
IQA. In [16] and [17], Gu et al. respectively proposed a ﬁve-step
and a six-step blind metric (FISBLIM and SISBLIM). The criteria
show that the performance of IQA algorithms for multiple distortions ([14]–[17]) is much poorer than that of IQA algorithms for
single distortion types ([1]–[5]). A sizable gap exists for multiple
distortion IQA research, as it is necessary to learn how to assess
the quality of multiply-distorted images precisely and efﬁciently.
Feature description for image quality assessment is important. In IQA methods, all the assessment metrics are designed
according to features that are related to image quality. The
more sensitive the feature is to changes in image quality, the
more effective the assessment metric will be. In this letter,
a no reference IQA method for multiply-distorted images is
proposed based on an improved Bag-of-Words (BoW) model
using Selected Features. The algorithm is called BoWSF for
short. In the next section, the proposed method is described in
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between features and the distortion levels of images, where the
red line represents the 982 single distorted images in the LIVE
II dataset [6] and the blue line represents the 480 multiply-distorted images in the LIVE MD dataset [11]. It can be seen that
most of the features have a lower correlation coefﬁcient with the
distortion levels of multiply-distorted images than those with a
single distortion. It will therefore be of great value to select those
features that have high correlation with the distortion levels to
develop a robust IQA model for multiply-distorted images.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm BoWSF.

Fig. 2. Correlation coefﬁcient between features and distortion levels.

detail. Experiments and analysis are presented in Section III,
and Section IV concludes the letter.
II. METHOD
Finding IQA models which can handle multiple distortions
has proven difﬁcult [12]. In this letter, a quality assessment
framework, BoWSF, is proposed for those images impaired by
multiple distortions. In the BoWSF model, the correlation between the extracted features and each level of the multiple distortions is analyzed, and the corresponding optimal features are
selected based on the correlation analysis. The selected features
are then encoded through an improved BoW model. Lastly, the
joint effects of multiple distortions are modeled using a simple
but effective pooling strategy: linear combination. Fig. 1 shows
the ﬂowchart of the proposed BoWSF. In the following subsections, the proposed method is introduced in detail.
A. Feature Correlation Analysis
The particular structures contained in natural scenes can be described through Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) features, which
are sensitive to changes in the degree of distortion and are widely
used in IQA algorithms [4], [18], [19]. For single distortion assessment, all of the extracted features are usually in high correlation with the distortion levels. However, when two or more distortions appear in the same image, the mutual effects of the multiple distortions lead to complex feature changes, and this high
correlation may no longer exist. Taking the widely-known NSS
features, which are described in SRNSS [4], as examples: a feature vector of 24 dimensions was formed by extracting the mean,
variance, and entropy of wavelet coefﬁcients in each sub-band
over 4 scales. The correlation coefﬁcient between the distortion
level and the th feature can be calculated as:
(1)

where, is the distortion level of the th image, and is the
average level for all the images.
represents the th feature
extracted from the th image, and is the mean of the th feature for all the images. Fig. 2 shows the correlation coefﬁcients

B. Feature Extraction and Selection
The NSS features used in SRNSS [4], BRISQUE-L [18] and
BIQI [19] are representative and fast for calculation. In this
letter, we extract these three features as original features for
the following feature selection. The SRNSS and BIQI features
are both extracted in the wavelet domain. As mentioned above,
SRNSS features include the mean, variance, and entropy of
wavelet coefﬁcients in 4 sub-bands. In BIQI, the sub-band coefﬁcients are parameterized using a generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD), and the parameters are then used as features.
The BRISQUE-L feature is extracted in the spatial domain over
2 scales. Following image preprocessing, a GGD is utilized in
BRISQUE-L to estimate the distribution, and the estimated distribution parameters are taken to be features. The dimensions of
SRNSS, BRISQUE-L and BIQI features are 24, 36, and 18, respectively. We put the three kinds of features together to form a
78-D original feature
.
(2)
to locate the features which
The feature selection is applied to
are sensitive to one distortion type even in the presence of another
distortion. Suppose there are images suffering from multiple
distortions (type A and type B), and each of the distortions has
levels. When the distortion level of type B is ﬁxed, the good features for A should be in high correlation with the changes in the
distortion level of type A. Similarly, for a ﬁxed distortion level of
type A, the good features for B should be sensitive to the distortion level of type B. We separate the images into groups, and
the images in each group have the same distortion level as type
B. For each group, the features for distortion type A are selected
as: 1) calculate the Pearson linear correlation coefﬁcient (LCC)
and the Spearman rank-order correlation coefﬁcient (SROCC)
between the level of distortion A and every feature dimension.
LCC and SROCC are both between 0 and 1–the closer the value
of LCC and SROCC to 1, the higher the correlation between the
two variables; 2) average the value of LCC and SROCC, and take
the top 3 features with the highest 3 coefﬁcients as the selected
features. All the features chosen for each group are put together
to form the ﬁnal selected features
for distortion A. To avoid
one feature appearing more than once in the selected features ,
the duplicate features should be removed.
have high correlation with the distortion level of type A because of the selection
strategy described above. In the same way, a group of selected
features
for distortion B can also be obtained.
C. Feature Representation Based on BoW
As an image representation method, the BoW model has been
widely used in image classiﬁcation. In this model, an image is
seen as ‘a bag’ of certain ‘words’. The histogram formed by the
statistical numbers of all words is a representation of this image.
It is true that certain regions of an image can hide distortions
better than other regions, which is the result of visual masking
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D. Image Quality Prediction
Taking BoW features as the representation of the image, the
dimensions of which can be explained as the number of different distortion levels, the image quality can be predicted by
simply using the linear combination of each dimension of the
BoW features.
(6)

Fig. 3. Multiply-distorted image.

where,

[20]. For example, Fig. 3 shows the original reference image and
the distorted vision corrupted by blur and JPEG compression,
and it can be seen that the blocking artifacts are usually seen in
smooth regions such as the face and the forehead, while most of
the blur appears in edge regions like the eye and hair. The visual
perceptual quality of the various patches in a multiply-distorted
image is different. If the image patches of different distortion
types or levels are seen as ‘words’, then a multiply-distorted
image can also be seen as ‘a bag’ of ‘words’.
In this letter, codebooks for distortion types A and B, represented by
and
respectively, are generated by applying a k-means algorithm to a large number of
image patches using their corresponding selected features
and . The patches are from the supplementary multiply-distorted images described in the experiment section, and in this
letter, the number of patches is 46800. Since the selected features are in high correlation with the distortion level, it is easy
to cluster the image blocks of the same distortion level in one
class by k-means. That is to say, the words in one codebook indicate the corresponding distortion level to some extent.
With the selected features and codebooks, an image can be
represented with a bag of words. In a traditional BoW model
[21], an image patch is seen as its nearest words, which is effective for solving the classiﬁcation problem. However, in IQA,
the degree of distortion can be continuous. Note that the distance between an image patch and the words can indicate the
possibility that the patch suffers from the same level of distortion. The closer the distance, the bigger the possibility, thus we
propose to use the reciprocal of distance as the weight when
representing images with BoW model. Suppose an image is divided into N patches
, the BoW feature of
is deﬁned as:
this image
(3)
(4)
represents the distance between the th image patch
where
and the th word in the codebook.
is the number of words in
one codebook. The words in a codebook indicate the distortion
type and distortion level, and the value of each dimension of
BoW feature
indicates how many patches in the image
suffer from this distortion.
The BoW feature representation procedure is applied separately for distortion types A and B. The group of BoW features
for distortion A can be obtained by using the corresponding features
and codebook
. Similarly, the
BoW features
for distortion B can be obtained by using
and
. The two groups of BoW features are put together
to form the ﬁnal representation for multiply-distorted images.
(5)

is the transposition of BOW features
,
is the weights for linear combination. In the
training stage, the features are normalized and then the weights
are obtained through lasso regression [22]. As is known, the
lasso is a shrinkage and selection method for linear combination, which minimizes the usual sum of squared errors with a
bound on the sum of the absolute values of the coefﬁcients.
is the human subjective score in the training stage and the
objective prediction in the test stage.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To quantitatively validate the performance of the proposed
BoWSF, experiments were conducted in regards to three aspects
using the LIVE MD dataset: 1) the effectiveness of the feature
selection strategy; 2) the effectiveness of the feature encoding;
3) the comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms. The performances of the competing IQA algorithms were compared using
two evaluation criteria: LCC and SROCC.
A. Experiments Data
The LIVE MD dataset contains 480 images in total, which is
generated from 15 reference images through adding two kinds
of multiple distortion: blur followed by JPEG and blur followed
by noise. This is insufﬁcient for the learning-based BoWSF
model, therefore we supplement the image samples from the
LIVE II dataset in this letter.
LIVE II is a single distortion dataset, including blur, JPEG,
noise, etc. There are 29 reference images in LIVE II, which are
all different with the 15 reference images in LIVE MD. Therefore we choose the 29 reference images of LIVE II as source images. Then the same multiple distortions as LIVE MD are added
to the source images according to the instructions in [11]. As
with LIVE MD, the supplementary dataset has two parts: part1
blur followed by JPEG compression and part2 blur followed by
noise. Four levels of blur, JPEG compression and noise were
considered. The distorted parameters for levels 1, 2 and 3 can
be found in [11], and level 0 indicates no distortion. Finally, the
supplementary dataset contains 928 multiply-distorted images
in total (464 distorted images for each part).
The distortion levels of the images in the supplementary
dataset are known but their quality ground truth is unknown.
In this letter, the supplementary dataset is used for feature selection and codebook generation. The images in the LIVE MD
dataset are used for training the combination weight described in
Section II-D and to test the effectiveness of the algorithm. Experiments are conducted separately on the two kinds of distortion
combination (part1 blur with JPEG and part2 blur with noise).
B. Parameter Selection
There are two key parameters for the BoW model: the patch
size and the number of words in the codebook. In the classiﬁcation domain, the patch size of the BoW model is small (usually from
to
) [23]. However, for IQA, the NSS
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TABLE III
STATISTICS RESULT OF IQA ALGORITHMS

Fig. 4. Selection of number of words.
TABLE I
LCC AND SROCC OF ALL THE FEATURES AND SELECTED FEATURES

D. Comparison with other IQA Algorithms

features are usually extracted from the whole image [4]–[19].
Taking these two aspects into consideration, the patch size is
in this letter.
and
is the
The number of words in
same, denote as . We changed
from 5 to 15, and for different , the LCC and SROCC are shown in Fig. 4. All the
LCCs and SROCCs reported in this letter including Fig. 4, as
well as Section III-C and III-D are the median values after applying the training and testing stage 1000 times. It can be seen
that the four correlation coefﬁcients reach a maximum when
. Therefore
is the optimal parameter for the
proposed algorithm in this letter.

In this experiment,the performance of the proposed BoWSF
is compared with the performance of other IQA algorithms,including full reference IQA methods PSNR,SSIM
[25],state-of-the-art no reference IQA algorithms BIQI
[19],QAC [26],BRISQUE [3],BRISQUE-2 [11] and three
algorithms developed for multiple distortions SHANIA
[13],FISBLIM [16],SISBLIM [17] and GAO [15]. For better
comparison,we add another performance criterion,Kendall’s
Rank Correlation Coefﬁcient (KRCC). As with LCC and
SROCC,a larger value of KRCC indicates a better performance.
Table III shows the experiment results. To avoid mistakes
during realization, the results of SHQNIA and FISBLIM come
from the original paper,while the results of the other methods,
except for PSNR,are obtained through the demos provided
by the authors. Table III is the statistics result. Proposed-1
and Proposed-2 are our proposed models. Proposed-1 used
different models with their corresponding codebooks for Part1
and Part2. Proposed-2 is a new model trained with all the
codebooks,which can estimate the image quality in LIVE MD
without knowing the distortion combination information. It can
be seen that our proposed algorithm delivers the best quality
prediction accuracy for each part of the LIVE MD dataset
except for SROCC of Part1.

C. Effectiveness of the Feature Selection and Encoding
A feature selection strategy is proposed in this letter for
multiple distortion IQA. We choose linear combination and the
widely used support vector regressor (SVR) [24] to map the
image features to the quality score. The images in the LIVE
MD dataset are generated from 15 reference images. In this
experiment,10 reference images are selected randomly,and
their corresponding distorted images are used for training. The
remaining reference images and their corresponding distorted
versions are used for testing. Table I gives the LCC and SROCC
of all the features and the selected features. It can be seen that
the quality prediction performance is effectively improved
through feature selection. The results in Table I also indicate
that simple linear combination is more effective than SVR for
multiple distortions.
An improved BoW model is applied for multiple distortion
IQA in the proposed algorithm. The quality prediction without
BoW feature encoding and the quality prediction using the traditional BoW model are used as comparisons. The results of LCC
and SROCC are shown in Table II. It can be seen that the improved BoW can signiﬁcantly improve prediction accuracy for
both part1 (blur with JPEG) and part2 (blur with noise).

Multiple distortions have complex inﬂuences on image
quality and are a big challenge for IQA. A no reference IQA
method,BoWSF for multiply-distorted images,is proposed
in this letter. The features sensitive to each of the multiple
distortions are selected from NSS features. An improved BoW
model is then used to encode the selected image features. The
encoding process is conducted separately for each type of
multiple distortion in the images,and the representation of the
multiply-distorted image is then formed. Lastly,a simple linear
combination is applied to map the image features to the quality
score, and the combination weights are obtained through lasso
regression. Not only can the proposed method be used in the
two kinds of multiple distortion types in LIVE MD, but it can
also be used in other multiple distortion combinations by using
the corresponding selected features and codebooks. Comprehensive experiment results show that the proposed feature
selection and encoding process are beneﬁcial for improving
the accuracy of quality prediction for multiply-distorted images,and at the same time,the quality assessment results are in
high agreement with the subjective score.

AF: All Features,SF: Selected Features,LC: Linear Combination.
TABLE II
LCC AND SROCC FOR FEATURE ENCODING

SF: Selected Features,LC: Linear Combination.

IV. CONCLUSION
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